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Abstract: Urban areas often experience high precipitation rates and heights associated with flash
flood events. Atmospheric and hydrological models in combination with remote-sensing and surface
observations are used to analyze these phenomena. This study aims to conduct a hydrometeorological
analysis of a flash flood event that took place in the sub-urban area of Mandra, western Attica, Greece,
using remote-sensing observations and the Chemical Hydrological Atmospheric Ocean Wave System
(CHAOS) modeling system that includes the Advanced Weather Research Forecasting (WRF-ARW)
model and the hydrological model (WRF-Hydro). The flash flood was caused by a severe storm
during the morning of 15 November 2017 around Mandra area resulting in extensive damages and
24 fatalities. The X-band dual-polarization (XPOL) weather radar of the National Observatory of
Athens (NOA) observed precipitation rates reaching 140 mm/h in the core of the storm. CHAOS
simulation unveils the persistent orographic convergence of humid southeasterly airflow over Pateras
mountain as the dominant parameter for the evolution of the storm. WRF-Hydro simulated the flood
using three different precipitation estimations as forcing data, obtained from the CHAOS simulation
(CHAOS-hydro), the XPOL weather radar (XPOL-hydro) and the Global Precipitation Measurement
(GMP)/Integrated Multi-satellitE Retrievals for GPM (IMERG) satellite dataset (GPM/IMERG-hydro).
The findings indicate that GPM/IMERG-hydro underestimated the flood magnitude. On the other
hand, XPOL-hydro simulation resulted to discharge about 115 m3/s and water level exceeding
3 m in Soures and Agia Aikaterini streams, which finally inundated. CHAOS-hydro estimated
approximately the half water level and even lower discharge compared to XPOL-hydro simulation.
Comparing site-detailed post-surveys of flood extent, XPOL-hydro is characterized by overestimation
while CHAOS-hydro and GPM/IMERG-hydro present underestimation. However, CHAOS-hydro
shows enough skill to simulate the flooded areas despite the forecast inaccuracies of numerical
weather prediction. Overall, the simulation results demonstrate the potential benefit of using
high-resolution observations from a X-band dual-polarization radar as an additional forcing
component in model precipitation simulations.
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1. Introduction

Floods are considered one of the most frequent natural disasters, causing many fatalities and
damages every year. In 2011, six out of 10 of the biggest natural disasters, on a global scale, were
flash floods. The frequency of flooding events has increased in recent decades and a warmer climate
is expected to aggravate their destruction potential and the effects on human life [1]. All climate
model projections show that more frequent precipitation extremes are expected in warmer climates [2],
particularly in the populated mid and high latitudes [3]. This is expected in turn to increase the flash
flooding risk over urban areas with negative consequences.

Accurate estimation of precipitation has always been one of the most challenging physical
based tasks due to its large spatial and temporal variability in regional and global scale [4]. Recent
technological advances in ground- and space-borne remote-sensing precipitation measurements
allows us to produce near-real-time rainfall estimates at high spatial and temporal resolutions,
from hundreds of kilometers up to quasi-global coverage, making this data potentially useful
for hydrological and other applications. Ground-based remote-sensing observations are usually
performed by either one or a network of meteorological radars, which provide real-time high
spatiotemporal-resolution precipitation monitoring. Nevertheless, the weather radars are also suffering
from limitations and uncertainties, including limited coverage, variable accuracy, and limited utility in
complex terrains [5,6]. Past studies [7–12] have shown that locally deployed X-band dual-polarization
(XPOL) radar systems can contribute to higher-resolution rain rate estimations and improved rainfall
quantification accuracies than the lower frequency (C-band and S-band) long-range operational
radar systems. These short-range radar systems could potentially be used to fill in coverage gaps
of operational weather radar networks, which is essential for early warning of precipitation driven
hydrological hazards (flash floods, landslides, debris flows, etc.) in urban and small mountainous
basins [13–15].

Technological advances over the past two decades on satellite precipitation products have
been developed and extensively used for large-scale hydrological and precipitation studies [16–18].
In the past 20 years, two international precipitation missions, the Tropical Rainfall Measuring
Mission (TRMM), which launched in 1997 and lasted through 2015, and its successor, the
Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM) mission, Core Observatory (CO) satellite, launched in
2014, contributed to provide high-resolution precipitation radar (PR) measurements. The GPM
mission initiated by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and the Japan
Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) was launched on 27 February 2014 to globally observe
rain and snow with improved accuracy [19]. Subsequent to the GPM Core Observatory launch, an
advanced high-resolution multi-satellite-based precipitation product that combines the advantages of
PERSIANN-CCS (Precipitation Estimation from Remotely Sensed Information using Artificial Neural
Networks-Cloud Classification System), CMORPH (Climate Prediction Center MORPHing technique),
and TMPA (TRMM Multisatellite Precipitation Analysis) was incrementally released since late 2014,
i.e., the Integrated Multi-satellitE Retrievals for GPM (IMERG). Although the accuracy of satellite
precipitation products has improved over the past few decades, they always suffer from significant
errors associated with indirect measurements of ground precipitation [6]. All these methods cannot
provide ground precipitation directly but rely on monitoring or modeling the precipitation-related
variables to estimate precipitation indirectly.

Flash floods are frequent over several parts of the Mediterranean region due to the local climate,
which is prone to intense storms [20]. The Mediterranean basin is a transitional zone between the cold
and wet climates of northern Europe and the hot and dry climates of low latitudes (North Africa).
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It is also characterized by high diversity in local climatic conditions [21]. Therefore, the types of
precipitation that can generate flooding events vary along its coasts [20]. In general, convective
thunderstorms and showers, which usually occur during late spring, summer and early autumn, are
the main reason of flash flooding episodes [22]. In addition, the morphology of the drainage basins,
the geographical characteristics of stream networks, and various anthropogenic interventions modify
the response and the physical properties of the catchments [23]. Thus, these factors affect water cycle
even exacerbating flash floods and their negative effects.

Greece experiences a variety of catastrophic weather events that are frequently followed by
severe consequences on social and economic activity. Flash floods have caused tremendous loss of
life and property over the past decades [24]. In Greece, they are primarily connected with strong
convective storms developed during the warm season, especially over continental areas. These are
mesoscale weather phenomena characterized by small spatial coverage (100 km2) and small-time
scales, usually 1–2 h [25]. The potential of these storms to become hazardous for human life and
infrastructure depends on whether the convection organizes into mesoscale convective systems which
are characterized by spatial coverage of about 9000 km2 and time scales of about 5–8 h over Europe
and the Mediterranean [26]. Sometimes, they are upgraded into long-lived mesoscale convective cells
(supercells) with spatial coverage even exceeding 10,000 km2 and time scale reaching 2–3 days [27].
In any case, they distribute large amounts of water in a limited area very fast. In some cases, the
response of watersheds to this type of rainfall events and their runoff rates are not fast enough, leading
to flooding events [20]. The negative effects of these phenomena are aggravated in built riverside areas
as prevention is a parameter usually ignored during urban planning [28].

A significant part of the drainage network of Greece consists of mountain torrents and small- to
medium-size drainage basins with a limited amount of discharge capabilities for most of the year [29].
Even worse, several parts of the network are diminished, turned into streets or built upon, thus
cutting off critical river cross sections [30]. The combination of highly intense convective storms
and bad urban planning has led to a series of severe flash flood occurrences in Greece over the past
years. In November 1993, several areas of southern Attica (mainly Glyfada and Voula) experienced
severe flooding phenomena due to a sudden thunderstorm [31]. The flood caused serious property
damage along with the destruction of public infrastructure (roads, bridges etc). Most of the damage
was attributed to urbanization and road construction that had not considered the specific conditions
around the area. On October 1994 and July 1995, two extreme rainfall events caused extensive flooding,
damage to streets, houses and commercial areas, and overflow of water courses in a big part of
Athens [32]. On 11 and 12 January 1997 a severe flood event caused loss of life and damage to houses,
cultivation and constructions in the broader area of the city of Corinth due to an extreme rainfall and
the human interference in the geomorphological characteristics of the local drainage network [33].
Mazi and Koussis [34] studied the overflowing of the Kifissos River in Athens due to a storm on the
8 July 2002, which was attributed to the hydraulic works underway in the lower part of the river
at that time. More recently on 22 October 2015, Athens’s suburban areas were affected by a severe
storm system, due to the passage of a barometric low associated with a cold front. The rainstorm
caused extended flash flood incidents, mainly in the northern part of Athens, and led to the death of
four people [35]. Summarizing, Diakakis et al. [29] performed a statistical analysis of available data
and showed 686 fatalities due to a total of 545 flood events during the period 1880–2010 in Greece.
In general, one of the most important factors for flash floods in Greece is the outbreak of intense
rainfalls during the autumn and summer periods [24]. Geomorphology, soil characteristics (such as
soil moisture), land use and human interference are also important factors.

Many studies present the efforts to simulate flash flooding events using numerical models,
applying a multitude of systems like the hydrological model WRF-Hydro [36], DRiFt (Discharge River
Forecast) [37], and CREST (Coupled Routing and Excess Storage) [38], for the hydrological part, and
AROME (Applications of Research to Operations at Mesoscale model) [39], WRF (Weather Research
and Forecasting model) [40,41], and others for the atmospheric component. The main aim of these
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models is the successful prediction of high-intensity rainfall often associated with convection and
the simulation of channel- and surface-water runoff [22,42–44]. There are studies which rely on the
combination of rain gauges and meteorological radar data [22,45,46]. Other studies use WRF model
results, data assimilation techniques and satellite data to make forcing data for hydrological models
like WRF-Hydro [43]. In general, a successful numerical simulation of a flash flood event requires
the combination of an accurate atmospheric model, a suitable hydrological model and rainfall data of
adequate spatial and temporal resolution [46].

The main aim of this study is to present a hydrometeorological analysis of an extreme flash
flood event took place in the suburban area of Mandra, western Attica, Greece, using an integrated
remote-sensing and observation-modeling system. This destructive flash flooding event occurred
on 15 November 2017 causing 24 fatalities and extensive damage to property and infrastructure.
The atmospheric conditions and the hydrological response of the drainage basin during the flood were
simulated by the state-of-the-art modeling system CHAOS (Chemical Hydrological Atmospheric Ocean
wave System [47,48], including the WRF-Hydro hydrological model [36]). To this end, three sensitivity
tests using WRF-Hydro were performed in order to assess its hydrological response to different
precipitation forcings. The first precipitation dataset was based on the results of the atmospheric
component of CHAOS, the second on X-band dual-polarization experimental ground radar estimations
and the third on GMP/IMERG satellite estimations. Post-survey and remote sensing maps were used
to compare the extension of the flood [49–51]. The rest of the manuscript is organized as follows:

In Section 2, the geographical characteristics of study area and the methodology of remote sensing
estimations are presented. Moreover, the set-up of CHAOS modeling system and the design of three
different WRF-Hydro simulations are described. In Section 3, the meteorological conditions before and
during the flood are analyzed through surface and upper air analysis charts. Section 4 presents the
results of the three simulations focusing on the role of spatiotemporal characteristics of precipitation
data on the hydrological characteristics of the flood. An evaluation of results using post-survey and
satellite remote sensing maps is also presented. In Section 5, the main conclusions of this study
are presented.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Area

Attica is an administrative region in Greece, situated at the southeasternmost point of central
Greece. The whole region covers 3808 km2 and it is currently the most populated region of
Greece, reaching 3.8 million inhabitants in 2011, with most of the population living in Athens.
Attica experiences a typical Mediterranean climate with the mean annual precipitation ranging
between 350 and 390 mm in the southwestern low-lying coastal region and 500 mm in the northeastern
mountainous region [52]. Precipitation is distributed relatively unevenly with about 75% of it occurring
between the months of October and March.

Western Attica hosts one of the largest industrial units in Greece including refineries, metallurgical
industries, factories, shipyards as well as the waste landfill of all Attica prefecture. This industrial
zone is included in Thriasio Plateau area covering a total range of 812.95 km2. The area is bounded by
Pateras mountain (1016 m) from the west, Parnitha mountain (1413 m) from the north and Aigaleo
mountain (468 m) from the east (Figure 1). The intense presence of heavy industry, urbanization
and other land changes have worsened environmental pressures increasing the risk for flooding
episodes. The residential and industrial development was lacking any appropriate plan regarding the
infrastructure network for flood protection and drainage rainwater collection [53].
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Figure 2. (a) Aerial photo taken in 1945 (Hellenic Military Geographical Service); (b) 2018 Google 
Earth image of the broader area of the city of Mandra showing the natural channels of streams Soures 
and Agia Aikaterini.  

Figure 1. Map of study area depicting Thriasio Plateau among Pateras, Parnitha and Aigaleo mountains
and the towns of Mandra, Nea Peramos and Elefsina. Source: Google Maps.

More specifically, the town of Mandra (Figure 1) is among the most damaged areas by the
devastating November 2017 flood event. Mandra is a small industrial town, with a population of about
13,000 people, located 40 km west of Athens, which has significantly grown during recent decades.
In term of lithology, the catchments consist exclusively of highly permeable geological formations
(limestone and dolomites of Middle-Upper Triassic to Upper Cretaceous age which belong to the
Subpelagonic geotectonic zone) [54] and streams of the drainage networks that are developed from
alluvial deposits (mainly sands, silt and clays, gravels and pebbles). The town of Mandra is located
at the apex of an alluvial fan formed by the two streams at the western part of the Thriassio plain.
As depicted in Figure 2, the two main small ephemeral streams of the town are Soures and Agia
Aikaterini which drain an area of 23.0 and 22.0 km2 respectively. These two streams meet at the
southeastern edge of the town to form a river that discharges into the Gulf of Elefsina. Their drainage
basins are elongated along an almost northwestern-southeastern trending axis and reach the elevation
of 659 m and 800 m, respectively, at their western ends. Intensive construction activities in the greater
area during the last decades resulted in significant morphological changes of the streams’ channels
with most important the significant decrease of their available cross-sectional areas while in certain
areas the streams practically vanished.
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The comparative observation of an aerial photo taken in 1945 (obtained from the Hellenic Military
Geographical Service, Figure 2a) with the recent Google Earth image (Figure 2b) of the broader area of
Mandra is indicative of the effects of human activities on the streams’ channels. In 1945 the Soures
stream has a totally natural channel without human interference, which runs east and out of the
city, while Agia Aikaterini stream is already passing through a part of the city and has a natural bed
downstream. The recent Google Earth image shows that the Soures stream channel has been affected
by major individual buildings, road works, and the eastward extension of the city which sometimes
interrupt its flow, while the stream channel of Agia Aikaterini has totally disappeared under the main
streets, which have a meandering pattern like the covered, previously natural, channel.

2.2. Ground Precipitation Measurements

During this event, precipitation data were collected from the XPOL experimental ground radar
of the National Observatory of Athens located on Penteli mountain (approximately 35 km east of
Mandra), as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. (a) Topographic map of the area covered from the X-band dual polarization (XPOL) radar
encompassing (the shading circle) the experimental basin, the in situ instruments, and the town of
Mandra. Pictures from the deployed sensors are also shown; (b) at the upper right is the XPOL radar;
(c) meteorological station with the Parsivel disdrometer at the National Technical University of Athens
(NTUA) site.

The XPOL radar operates during rain events in plan position indicator (PPI) mode taking
measurements in a sector scan of 180◦, at 0.5◦, 1.5◦ and 2.5◦ elevation sweeps with a range resolution
of 120 m for the total range of 65 km. Antenna rotation rate was 6 deg s−1 and the time-period for a
full volume scan was less than 3 min. For the current study, two land surface in situ meteorological
stations including typical tipping buckets for rainfall (with 0.2 mm resolution) at Salamina Island
(SAL) and Harokopio University of Athens (HUA) and one meteorological station including tipping
bucket with 0.1 mm resolution (Young and Campbell model) at the National Technical University of
Athens (NTUA) are available. The last station is associated with one laser type, Autonomous Parsivel
Unit (APU), disdrometer. Figure 4 shows the rainfall rates measured by each rain gauge at the three
different sites. These measurements are used as reference for the assessment of the radar rainfall
estimation. The period from 14 November to 26 December 2017 was selected for the assessment due to
the availability of the XPOL radar observations. Unfortunately, the radar was not available on more
days before the flooding event in order to exploit longer time series. It is important to note here that
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the precipitation rates illustrated in this figure are too low in comparison with the ones observed by
XPOL over Pateras mountain. This fact verifies the large variation of precipitation in space and time
and amplifies the significance of radar precipitation observations either on ground or from space.
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the evaluation of the XPOL precipitation algorithm. The dashed line indicates the flash flood event
took place on 15 November 2017.

2.3. X-Band Dual Polarization (XPOL) Radar Rainfall Estimation Algorithm

In comparison with in situ measurements, ground radar (GR) observations provide horizontal
distribution of the rainfall field including information even over ungauged areas. Due to their smaller
size, X-band radars can be deployed in mountainous areas and have better coverage of specific areas
than permanently installed long-range operational radars (C- and S-bands). To retrieve precipitation
and microphysical estimates, we applied the Self-Consistent Optimal Parameterization-Microphysics
Estimation (SCOPE-ME) X-band dual-polarization algorithm, consisting of new polarimetric
techniques for bright band identification and vertical profile of reflectivity correction [15,55,56],
attenuation correction [7,57] and precipitation microphysics retrievals [58].

The algorithm is based on theoretical analysis of T-matrix electromagnetic simulations in rain
and minimizes the parameterization error compared to other parameterizations. It is applied in liquid
precipitation and once the radar volume has been quality controlled and then corrected for attenuation
(only in the selected liquid precipitation regimes) and bright band effects [55], the precipitation rate is
estimated using the parameterization given by [12,59] . . . The radar precipitation which is estimated
by the SCOPE-ME polarimetric algorithm shows good accuracy at the full range of precipitation
values [60]. The SCOPE-ME algorithm has been validated in various experimental studies [7,12,56,59]
using different radar instruments [61,62]. Radar-precipitation estimates were verified using drop-size
distribution and rain rate observations collected by in situ disdrometers and rain gauges.

In this study, before the application of radar algorithms, disdrometer data at a close range from the
radar (~10 km from the NTUA disdrometer site) were used for the validation of the calibration of radar
reflectivity (horizontal polarization). Differential reflectivity was calibrated using an average theoretical
relationship between reflectivity and differential reflectivity as described in [57,59]. After the bias was
removed, this algorithm was used to process the raw XPOL data and produce precipitation estimates.

The basic statistical metrics [6,56,59] for the evaluation of the radar rainfall estimates from
14 November to 26 December 2017 are the following:
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The correlation coefficient (CR):

CR =
∑N

i

(
Rre f (i)− Rre f

)(
Rest(i)− Rest

)√
∑N

i

(
Rre f (i)− Rre f

)2
∑N

i
(

Rest(i)− Rest
)2

(1)

between the hourly radar rainfall estimates (Rest) and reference (raingauges) rainfall (Rref), the bias
ratio (BR):

BR =
∑N

i (Rest(i))

∑N
i

(
Rre f (i)

) (2)

which is defined as the ratio of total radar-precipitation estimates during a storm event to the
corresponding total reference values and the normalized error (NE):

NE =
∑N

i

(
Rest(i)− Rre f (i)

)
∑N

i

(
Rre f (i)

) (3)

defined as the mean difference of the estimate minus the reference divided by the mean
reference values.

The precipitation observations from the rain gauges that are shown in Figure 5 match with the
XPOL precipitation rate estimates. All the statistical metrics are performed only for liquid precipitation,
for less than 5% radar beam occlusion from ground clutter and for hourly precipitation greater than or
equal to 0.01 mm. Thus, a significant amount of temporal smoothing has been achieved resulting in
less random error and higher correlation with rain gauge data. The CR of XPOL precipitation estimates
compared to the rain gauge observations are over 0.9 and it is noted that estimates are almost unbiased
(BR = 0.91) and with a very small normalized error (NE = 0.05).
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2.4. Satellite-Based Precipitation Estimations

The GPM Core Observatory (CO) is currently the primary rain-measuring satellite equipped
with a dual-frequency PR (DPR) (consisting of a Ku-band radar at 13.6 GHz and a Ka-band radar
at 35.5 GHz) and the GPM Microwave Imager (GMI), which is a high resolution, conically scanning
multichannel (frequencies range 10–183 GHz) MW radiometer [10,63], providing a reference standard
to precipitation measurements. The retrieval technique that have been developed, which uses empirical
and/or physically-based schemes to estimate precipitation from these satellite observations, are the
Integrated Multisatellite Retrievals for Global Precipitation Measurements (IMERG; [64]). The onboard
radar on the CO is similar to that on TRMM. The radar scans a swath that is approximately 245 km
wide across the satellite track, measuring some 49 footprints of approximately 5 km in diameter and
with 250 m vertical resolution at the nadir. The coarsening of the vertical resolution along the distance
from the nadir increases from the 250 m up to about 2 km (at 17◦ from the nadir). The GPM data used
in this study is the latest version 5B (V05B) IMERG precipitation product (2.5 months Research/final
run) with 0.1◦ × 0.1◦ spatial and 30 min temporal resolution. The IMERG is a level 3 gauge-calibrated
GPM surface precipitation accumulation estimation product and benefits from the prior precipitation
retrieval algorithms including PERSIANN-CCS [65], CMORPH [66], and the TMPA [67].

2.5. Model Set Up

In order to investigate the hydrometeorological characteristics of the flood, the integrated
modeling system CHAOS [47,48] is used. The modeling system is configured to perform the
simulation from 14 November at 12:00 UTC to 15 November at 12:00 UTC to represent the
meteorological conditions during the life-cycle of the severe storm which occurred early in
the morning on 15 November. CHAOS consists of two components: the atmospheric model
WRF-ARW version 4.0 [40,41] and the ocean wave model WAM version 4.5.4 [68,69]. CHAOS
was selected since its atmospheric component offers advanced capabilities in simulating severe
weather phenomena [48,70–73]. The atmospheric component is two-way coupled with the ocean wave
component through the OASIS3-MCT version 3.0 coupler [74] to better represent sea surface roughness
which plays an important role in the atmospheric surface layer processes offering improvements
in forecasting skill [48,75–77]. The advantage of CHAOS is the capability to simulate hydrological
processes using the WRF-Hydro version 3.0 [36] at defined drainage basins. WRF-Hydro is currently
one of the most growing hydrological models. It is noteworthy that WRF-Hydro is used as a framework
for connecting atmospheric and hydrologic modeling at the National Water Center of United States [78].

In this study, three experiments using the hydrological component of CHAOS (WRF-Hydro) are
performed in order to assess its hydrological response to different precipitation forcing data. The first
precipitation dataset is based on the results of the atmospheric component of CHAOS (WRF-ARW),
the second on X-band dual-polarization experimental ground radar (XPOL) estimations and the third
on GMP/IMERG satellite estimations. CHAOS is configured to produce meteorological forcing fields
for the hydrological component with a time step of 1 h. The forcing fields are presented in Table 1.
In order to simulate the atmospheric conditions during the flood, the atmospheric component is set up
in fine horizontal resolution using multiple nests. This is configured on 4 domains with horizontal
resolutions of 9 km × 9 km, 3 km × 3 km, 1 km × 1 km and 0.25 km × 0.25 km (Figure 6). Time
steps of 45, 15, 5 and 1 s are employed for the 4 domains, respectively. The initial conditions for 14
November at 12:00 UTC are based on the Global Forecasting System (GFS) operational analyses of the
National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) with a horizontal resolution of 0.25◦ × 0.25◦.
The boundary conditions are also based on the GFS operational analyses with a time step of 6 h. The
initial sea surface temperature (SST) field is based on the real time global (RTG) SST analyses with a
horizontal resolution of 0.083◦ × 0.083◦ produced by the NCEP. The Global Multi-resolution Terrain
Elevation Data (GMTED 2010 30-arc-sec USGS) [79], the vegetation data MODIS FPAR [80] and the
land-use data 21-class IGBP MODIS [81] are used as static input data in the pre-processing stage of
WRF model.
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Table 1. The seven meteorological forcing fields [34].

Meteorological Forcing Fields Units

Incoming shortwave radiation (SR) (W/m2)
Incoming longwave radiation (LR) (W/m2)
Air specific humidity at 2 m (Q2) (kg/kg)

Air temperature at 2 m (T2) (K)
Surface pressure (PSFC) (Pa)

Near surface wind at 10 m in the u- and
v-components (U10, V10) (m/s)

Liquid water precipitation rate (PREC) (mm/s)
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Figure 6. Chemical Hydrological Atmospheric Ocean Wave System (CHAOS) domains and topography
(m). The nested domains of atmospheric component are depicted with red polygons and the domain of
the wave component with blue polygon.

The revised Monin–Obukhov scheme [82] is employed to simulate the processes in the
atmospheric surface layer, involving a number of modifications to encapsulate wave-dependent
sea surface roughness information [47,48]. For the simulation of planetary boundary layer (PBL)
processes the Yonsei University scheme (YSU) [65] is used. The ground processes are simulated using
the unified Noah land surface model [83]. In order to resolve the long-wave and short-wave radiation
processes the rapid radiative transfer model (RRTM) [84] and the Dudhia’s [85] scheme are used,
respectively. In order to simulate the microphysics and the convective processes, the Lin [86] and the
Grell-Freitas ensemble [87] are used, respectively.

The hydrological model was configured on the extent of the 4th domain of the atmospheric
model covering the drainage basin of Mandra on a 5-times finer horizontal resolution (50 m × 50 m).
The Shuttle Radar Topographic Mission (SRTM) digital elevation model (DEM) [88] data of NASA in
the native horizontal resolution of 90 m × 90 m was used. More specifically, the void-filled version [89]
of this dataset distributed by the Hydrological Data and Maps Based on Shuttle Elevation Derivatives
at Multiple Scales (HydroSHEDS; https://hydrosheds.cr.usgs.gov/index.php) was selected to be used.
The dataset was resampled using nearest-neighbor interpolation on the 50 m × 50 m horizontal grid
to introduce information about topography (Figure 7a), flow direction (Figure 7b,c), channel grid
and stream order (Figure 7d) in the hydrological model (for more technical details see [36]. Initial
conditions for the land surface parameters such as land use, soil type, vegetation, soil moisture and

https://hydrosheds.cr.usgs.gov/index.php
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soil temperature required by the land surface model (LSM) NOAH of WRF-Hydro (more information
in [36]), were prepared in the pre-processing stage of WRF-ARW model. The land surface data at
30-arc-sec native horizontal resolution was regridded to the grid of the forth domain of WRF-ARW
model on horizontal resolution of 250 m × 250 m and, afterwards, to the grid of WRF-Hydro domain
at horizontal resolution of 50 m × 50 m. For the two regridding procedures, the bilinear and the
nearest-neighbor interpolation methods were used, respectively. As far as land-use is concerned, the
USGS 24-category land use categorization was employed.Remote Sens. 2018, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW  11 of 31 
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Figure 7. (a) hydrological model WRF-Hydro 50 m × 50 m topography and three areas represented by
black dots: Pateras mountain, Mandra and Nea Peramos; (b) flow direction discretization. The flow
direction grid has integer values of 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 and 128 which are oriented in the depicted
directions; (c) flow direction; (d) hydrographic and stream order map of the water basin used for the
hydrological runs.

The hydrographic network (Figure 7d) of the water basin drains surface runoff from the steep
mountains to the Thriasio plateau (in the city of Elefsina). In general, the hydrographic network
follows a north-south direction, except the Soures and Agia Aikaterini streams (see Figure 2) that
initially have a west–east direction and then turns to the north–south direction. A number of smaller
streams (5th and 6th order) flowing through the sub-urban area of Elefsina (Figure 7d) drainage from
Pateras mountain (Figure 7a) on Sarantapotamos, which functions as the major drainage channel
reaching 7th stream order. Sarantapotamos water basin has a length of 31.5 km covering an area of
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245.03 km2, surrounded by the mountains Pateras, Pastra (1016 m), Cithaeron (1408 m) and Parnitha
(Figure 7d).

For the configuration of the hydrological model, Manning roughness coefficient, channel bottom
width, initial water depth and slide slope for channels are set for each stream order as shown in
Table 2. These values are chosen after a series of calibration tests which are generally used for a good
approximation of river modeling [36]. The initial calibration tests were based on discharge and flood
extent assessment.

Table 2. Manning roughness coefficient (Manning), channel bottom width (CBW) in m, initial water
depth (IWD) in m and slide slope (CSS) of channels for each stream order.

Stream Order Manning CBW (m) IWD (m) CSS

1 0.3 1 0.05 1.0
2 0.3 2 0.05 0.8
3 0.25 3 0.1 0.6
4 0.2 4 0.1 0.4
5 0.15 6 0.1 0.2
6 0.1 8 0.2 0.1
7 0.05 10 0.2 0.05

The hydrographic network of Soures and Agia Aikaterini streams is not monitored at all due to
the lack of installed instrumentation. Thus, in order to evaluate the simulated flood extent, post-survey
maps created just after the end of the flood event on 15 November and satellite remote sensing images
(WorldView-4 in the very high-resolution of 0.31 m) during the period 21–23 November were used;
the observed flood extent was mapped by the group of the FloodHub service of BEYOND Center of
Excellence for EO-based monitoring of Natural Disasters. The simulated flood extent is delineated
using the peak water level along the streams [49]. Regarding the XPOL and Global Precipitation
Measurement/Integrated Multi-satellitE Retrievals for GPM (GPM/IMERG) forced hydrological
simulations, the water level results on 15 November at 06:00 UTC are used. However, regarding
CHAOS forced simulation, the water level results at 03:00 UTC are used because the model predicted
the peak of water level 3 h before the 2 other simulations. The topography used for the evaluation
procedure is based on the 50 m × 50 m horizontal grid (Figure 7a) produced using nearest-neighbor
interpolation for resampling the SRTM DEM 90 m × 90 m data distributed by HydroSHEDS. The
interpolation method used for the extraction of the water level surface and consequently the inundated
areas is the inverse distance weighted (IDW). Figure 8 illustrates a flowchart summarizing data used,
model setup and experimental procedure.

2.6. Evaluation Methodology

Dichotomous forecasts (occurrence or non-occurrence) of the event of interest, in this case a flood,
can be considered as “completely confident” forecasts. These forecasts can be treated as categorical
forecasts and are usually verified using contingency tables (Table 3) and various scores defined
by them [90,91]. A combination of verification measures and scores can be used in comparative
evaluation of forecasts, by applying the statistical concept of “sufficiency” [92]. An example of
pairs of sufficient statistics for the dichotomous completely confident probability forecasts include
probability of detection (PoD) and false alarm ratio (FAR; [93]). In this study, additionally critical
success index (CSI) and frequency bias (FB) verification measures was chosen to be included to the
evaluation procedure.
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Table 3. Contingency table for evaluation.

Simulated Event
Observed Event

Yes No

Yes Hit (a) False alarm (b)
No Miss (c) Correct non-event (d)
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The Probability of Detection (PoD or hit rate) and the Critical Success Index (CSI or threat
score) range between 0 and 1, with 1 representing a perfect forecast, and can be computed based on
Equations (4) and (5), respectively.

PoD =
a

a + c
(4)

CSI =
a

a + b + c
(5)

The FAR ranges between 0 and 1, with 0 representing a perfect forecast. This score is not sensitive
to missed events. The FAR can be improved by systematically under forecasting rare events. It also is
an incomplete score and should be used in connection with the PoD. FAR can be computed with the
following relationship:

FAR =
b

a + b
(6)

The FB is not a true verification measure, as it only compares the forecast and observed frequencies
of occurrence of the event in the sample. Frequency bias of 1 represents the best score, values higher
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than 1 indicate over forecasting and values less than 1 indicate under forecasting. It can be computed
using the following relationship [94]:

FB =
a + b
a + c

(7)

3. Results

3.1. Meteorological Analysis of the Weather Event

A notable extreme weather event, leading to one of the most devastating flash floods in Attica,
occurred on 15 November 2017. The synoptic meteorological conditions over the Mediterranean Sea
that led to this destructive flash flood are presented here. On 13 November 2017, a cold air mass was
associated with a well-defined trough extending from northwest Europe to the central Mediterranean
Sea, as can be seen from the 850 and 700 hPa maps (Figure 9a,b respectively), leading to the generation
of a quite deep and extended barometric low centered over northern Italy and a secondary barometric
low located to the southeast of Sicily, (Figure 9c). On 14 November, both systems merged into one
barometric low over the Tyrrhenian Sea accompanied by widespread warm and cold fronts extending
from the Balkan Peninsula to the Gulf of Sirte (Figure 9d).
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13 November 2017 (00:00 UTC) at: (a) 850 hPa and (b) 700 hPa. UK Met Office surface analysis maps
on: (c) 13 November 2017 (00:00 UTC) and (d) 14 November 2017 (00:00 UTC).

Subsequently, the barometric system continued to be supported by the upper-level trough. It is
important to note that the trough cut off and reinforced the core of the low by introducing very cold air
masses over relatively warmer sea (Figure 10a–c). It was stayed almost stagnant during the period from
14 to 19 November under the impact of an upper-air blocking, caused by a well-defined succession of
warm air-cold air-warm air (ridge-trough-ridge). This blocking was additionally intensified by the
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cut-off of the trough forcing the low to stay in place and cause extreme weather phenomena, associated
with the floods examined in this study. In the morning of 15 November when the floods at Mandra
occurred, the low was well-organized, and it was associated with fronts (Figure 10d).
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However, the low and the associated fronts were located far away the flooded area to directly
cause storms (Figure 10d). So, it is important to analyze in depth the factors caused such an intense
flooding storm. The dominant mechanism is the orographic convergence of humid southeasterly
airflow over the southeastern slopes of Pateras mountain (Figure 11a,b). The orographic lifting and the
humidity advection are depicted on a vertical cross section up to 6 km for airflow and hydrometeors
specific humidity along Pateras mountain and Soures stream head (Figure 11c). Figure 11d–f shows
updrafts of humid air over the eastern slopes of Pateras mountain and around Mandra area. The local
convergence is collocated with the dry downdrafts over the western slopes of Pateras mountain which
are attributed to the middle- and upper-level air circulation. This effect intensified the persistence of
rainfall at the east of Pateras mountain increasing surface water runoff and stream discharge as will be
shown in the following section. The rainfall was characterized by a long duration of approximately
5 h over this area because it was also indirectly supported by the stagnant spinning barometric low
which preserved both the humid southeasterly airflow near the surface and the dry westerly airflow at
the middle troposphere. An analysis of the storm focusing on its precipitation characteristics and the
hydrological response of the drainage basin of Mandra are presented in the following section.
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Figure 11. (a) Specific humidity at 2 m and horizontal wind vectors at 10 m; (b) positive vertical
velocity and horizontal wind vectors at 10 m (on the right) on 15 November 2017 (02:00 UTC); The two
maps (a,b) are based on CHAOS simulation results obtained from the third and fourth nested domains,
respectively. (c) Hydrographic and stream order map of the water basin illustrating the vertical cross
section area (black line). Vertical cross section up to 6 km for hydrometeors specific humidity (g kg−1)
and wind on 15 November 2017 at (d) 02:00 UTC, (e) 03:00 UTC and (f) 06:00 UTC based on CHAOS
simulation results obtained from the fourth nested domain.
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3.2. Quantitative Comparison of Precipitation, Discharge and Water Level

This section presents the quantitative comparison of XPOL, GPM/IMERG and CHAOS
precipitation estimates and the respective response of the hydrological model to reproduce the flood
event. The high precipitation rates of the 15 November that triggered the high peak runoff at the Agia
Aikaterini and Soures streams are analyzed. In addition, this section shows a qualitative comparison
between the three different forcing precipitation estimates using hourly simulated discharge maps.
Statistics and flood extent maps based on combined simulated data, post-surveys and satellite images
as a reference are used.

During the period from 14 November at 12:00 UTC to 15 November at 12:00 UTC, XPOL radar
observed up to 300 mm accumulated precipitation in the core of the storm (Figure 12a). During the
peak of the storm, from 02:00 to 06:00 UTC, the radar observed basin-average precipitation rates up to
57 mm/h over Soures stream (Figure 12b) and up to 41 mm/h over Agia Aikaterini stream (Figure 12d).
Impressive was the fact that the highest precipitation rates in the core of the storm during 02:00–06:00
UTC reached 140 mm/h (not shown here). Moreover, the basin-average 24 h accumulated precipitation
reached 194 mm over Soures stream (Figure 12c) and 153 mm over Agia Aikaterini stream (Figure 12e).
The local intense rainfall drove the sub-basin network to overflow, flooding the area of Mandra and
causing 24 fatalities and extensive million-euro damages to property and infrastructure.
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Observatory of Athens’ (NOA) XPOL (left), GPM/IMERG (middle) and CHAOS (right). Figure 13 
presents different characteristics in the spatial pattern and intensities of the three precipitation 
estimates, and, subsequently in the simulated discharge. In the case of XPOL precipitation estimate, 
a persistence over Pateras mountain is observed. This is attributed to the orographic lifting of warm 
and humid air masses originating from the Aegean Sea (following the southeasterly atmospheric flow 
which was induced by the stagnant barometric low). It is noteworthy that the spatiotemporal 
distribution of the precipitation affects the available surface and soil moisture determining surface- 
and channel-water runoff and, therefore, the streams’ routing [42–44]. The relatively increased 
discharge at Soures and Agia Aikaterini streams at 04:00 UTC presented on the XPOL-hydro 

Figure 12. (a) Hydrographic and stream order map of the water basin with superimposed the XPOL 24
h precipitation accumulation; Time series of basin-average (b) precipitation rate and (c) accumulated
precipitation for Soures stream; Time series of basin-average (d) precipitation rate and (e) accumulated
precipitation for Agia Aikaterini stream. Figures refer to the period from 14 November at 12:00 UTC to
15 November at 12:00 UTC.

The results of hydrometeorological simulations of the flash flood at western Attica are presented
here. Simulated discharge from 02:00 to 04:00 UTC of 15 November is shown in Figure 13a–c,
superimposed by the corresponding 1 h accumulated precipitation (mm) estimated by the National
Observatory of Athens’ (NOA) XPOL (left), GPM/IMERG (middle) and CHAOS (right). Figure 13
presents different characteristics in the spatial pattern and intensities of the three precipitation estimates,
and, subsequently in the simulated discharge. In the case of XPOL precipitation estimate, a persistence
over Pateras mountain is observed. This is attributed to the orographic lifting of warm and humid air
masses originating from the Aegean Sea (following the southeasterly atmospheric flow which was
induced by the stagnant barometric low). It is noteworthy that the spatiotemporal distribution of the
precipitation affects the available surface and soil moisture determining surface- and channel-water
runoff and, therefore, the streams’ routing [42–44]. The relatively increased discharge at Soures and
Agia Aikaterini streams at 04:00 UTC presented on the XPOL-hydro simulation is attributed to the
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increased persistence of intense rainfall over the steep slopes of Pateras mountain (Figure 13c). On the
other hand, it seems that the satellite product missed most of the peaks and stage of the storm as it only
indicates precipitation at 03:00 UTC (Figure 13b). Yucel et al. [43] also observed an underestimation of
WRF-Hydro response on satellite Multi-sensor Precipitation Estimates (MPEs) of EUMETSAT. This
may be attributed to poor representation of high precipitation rates by satellites. Possible reasons
are the coarse horizontal resolution of satellite data (~11 km for GPM/IMERG and ~4 km for MPEs)
which make difficult to capture local extreme weather events as well as various inaccuracies in satellite
algorithms. On the other hand, the CHAOS modeling system is closer to the radar precipitation
estimates especially in the total duration and the intensity of the rain. An overall comparison of
the discharge simulations indicates that the simulation forced by the radar precipitation estimates
produced the highest and most accurate in time discharge, which finally led to the flooding.
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Figure 13. 1 h accumulated precipitation estimations from the National Observatory of Athens’ 
(NOA) XPOL radar (left), the Global Precipitation Measurement/Integrated Multi-satellitE Retrievals 
for GPM (GPM/IMERG) (middle) and CHAOS (right). On the same maps the simulated discharges 
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higher than 4 are presented. The maps refer to 15 November at (a) 02:00, (b) 03:00 and (c) 04:00 UTC. 

Figure 13. 1 h accumulated precipitation estimations from the National Observatory of Athens’ (NOA)
XPOL radar (left), the Global Precipitation Measurement/Integrated Multi-satellitE Retrievals for GPM
(GPM/IMERG) (middle) and CHAOS (right). On the same maps the simulated discharges forced from
each of the three precipitation estimations are superimposed. Only streams with order higher than 4
are presented. The maps refer to 15 November at (a) 02:00, (b) 03:00 and (c) 04:00 UTC.
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Concerning the estimated water level, similar outcomes are found from the three differently
forced hydrological simulations (Figure 14). Water reaches the level of 130 cm at the Agia Aikaterini
and Soures streams when simulated by XPOL-hydro and CHAOS-hydro simulations. However,
GPM/IMERG-hydro simulation does not increase water level. Combining Figures 13 and 14, it is
obvious that this flash flood event is characterized by a small delay of about 1–2 h after the high
precipitation peaks. This is attributed to the limited spatial scale of hydrographic network of the
drainage basin of western Attica. Another factor is the high steepness of the eastern slopes of Pateras
mountain which accelerates the runoff towards the Agia Aikaterini and Soures streams (see maps in
Figure 7).
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Figure 14. 1 h accumulated precipitation estimations from the NOA’s XPOL radar (left), the
GPM/IMERG (middle) and CHAOS (right). On the same maps the simulated water levels forced from
each of the three precipitation estimations are superimposed. Only streams with order higher than 4
are presented. The maps refer to 15 November at (a) 02:00, (b) 03:00 and (c) 04:00 UTC.
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Simulated discharge and 1 h accumulated precipitation for the period from 05:00 to 07:00
UTC of 15 November are shown in Figure 15. During this period, GPM/IMERG-hydro and
CHAOS-hydro simulations underestimate both precipitation and discharge especially at 05:00 UTC
when no precipitation was observed or produced. However, CHAOS-hydro has a better performance
at Nea Peramos flooding which is not captured by the GPM/IMERG-hydro simulation. XPOL-hydro
simulation preserves the storm for hours extending the flooding at Mandra and Nea Peramos areas.
XPOL-hydro simulation results in discharge values about 115 m3/s in Soures and Agia Aikaterini
streams reaching a peak of 195 m3/s in Sarantapotamos river.
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Diakakis et al. [51] estimated a peak discharge for Soures stream about 170 m3/s and for Agia 
Aikaterini stream about 140 m3/s, using the same XPOL radar rainfall data to force the kinematic local 
excess model (KLEM; more information in [51]). Diakakis et al. [51] also proposed a semi-empirical 
method to estimate peak discharge values based on site detailed post-surveys of flood extent and 
impact, which resulted to wide ranges of peak discharge values (30–40% error based on their analysis) 
for Soures and Agia Aikaterini streams around the values produced by the KLEM model. The XPOL-
based WRF-Hydro simulation is characterized by the minimum difference about 20–30% in the 
estimated discharge peak with respect to [51]. This difference may be attributed to the configuration 
of the hydrological models which is usually based on calibration procedures using measured 

Figure 15. 1 h accumulated precipitation estimations from the NOA’s XPOL radar (left), the
GPM/IMERG (middle) and CHAOS (right). On the same maps the simulated discharges forced
from each of the three precipitation estimations are superimposed. Only streams with order higher
than 4 are presented. The maps refer to 15 November at (a) 05:00, (b) 06:00 and (c) 07:00 UTC.

Diakakis et al. [51] estimated a peak discharge for Soures stream about 170 m3/s and for
Agia Aikaterini stream about 140 m3/s, using the same XPOL radar rainfall data to force the
kinematic local excess model (KLEM; more information in [51]). Diakakis et al. [51] also proposed
a semi-empirical method to estimate peak discharge values based on site detailed post-surveys of
flood extent and impact, which resulted to wide ranges of peak discharge values (30–40% error based
on their analysis) for Soures and Agia Aikaterini streams around the values produced by the KLEM
model. The XPOL-based WRF-Hydro simulation is characterized by the minimum difference about
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20–30% in the estimated discharge peak with respect to [51]. This difference may be attributed to
the configuration of the hydrological models which is usually based on calibration procedures using
measured streamflow data [36,43,95–98] which are not available in this study. It is important to note
here that an existing, enclosed rectangular conduit (L = 2.27 km and A = 3.4 m2) in the town has a
maximum discharge about 10 m3/s. So, it was inadequate to cope with the extreme discharge during
the flash flood event since the minimum required cross sectional area of the streams varies between
20 and 40 m2 [99].

Moreover, Figure 16 shows the simulated water level and 1 h accumulated precipitation for
the period from 05:00 to 07:00 UTC of 15 November. During this period, XPOL-hydro simulates
water level exceeding 300 cm in Agia Aikaterini and Soures streams as well as in Sarantapotamos
river. CHAOS-hydro estimates approximately half the water levels having a good agreement with
XPOL-hydro. GPM/IMERG-hydro simulates a weak increase of water level.
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represent the points used to make hydrograph of each simulation for the period from 14 November 
at 12:00 UTC to 15 November at 12:00 UTC (Figure 17b). P1 is used to export 1 h accumulated 
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Different points are used here to represent the precipitation maxima of the three datasets avoiding in 
that manner mismatches of the pattern and the phase speed of the barometric low. P3 is used to export 

Figure 16. 1 h accumulated precipitation estimations from the NOA’s XPOL radar (left), the
GPM/IMERG (middle) and CHAOS (right). On the same maps the simulated water levels forced from
each of the three precipitation estimations are superimposed. Only streams with order higher than 4
are presented. The maps refer to 15 November at (a) 05:00, (b) 06:00 and (c) 07:00 UTC.

Figure 17a depicts the hydrographic and stream order map of the water basin where black dots
represent the points used to make hydrograph of each simulation for the period from 14 November at
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12:00 UTC to 15 November at 12:00 UTC (Figure 17b). P1 is used to export 1 h accumulated precipitation
from the XPOL dataset, while P2 is used for GPM/IMERG and CHAOS datasets. Different points
are used here to represent the precipitation maxima of the three datasets avoiding in that manner
mismatches of the pattern and the phase speed of the barometric low. P3 is used to export discharge
from the datasets that resulted from all three hydrological simulations. As shown in Figure 17b,
GPM/IMERG data systematically estimate much less precipitation compared to XPOL while CHAOS
hourly precipitation is closer to the XPOL one. The increased underestimation of the GPM/IMERG,
comparing to the XPOL and CHAOS, is mainly attributed to its coarser resolution which did not
support enough representation of such a local extreme precipitation event. In addition, due to the
lack of passive microwave or radar data in this specific area at the time of the event the IMERG
algorithm uses interpolation of available data following the feature motion which is estimated from
infrared satellite data. As far as the discharge is concerned, CHAOS matches better with the XPOL
radar estimations in comparison to the satellite which does not cause flooding. The differences
between CHAOS and XPOL precipitation data are attributed to forecast inaccuracies of numerical
weather prediction.
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run-off water [99]. As a result, the flood additionally caused significant soil erosion by carrying away 
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Figure 17. (a) Hydrographic and stream order map of the water basin as Figure 7d. Black dots
represent the points used for the time series. P1 is used to export 1 h accumulated precipitation
from XPOL dataset, while P2 is respectively used for GPM/IMERG and CHAOS datasets. P3 is
used to export discharge from the datasets that resulted from all the three hydrological simulations.
(b) Hydrograph: time series of 1 h accumulated precipitation and discharge estimations using XPOL
radar, the GPM/IMERG and CHAOS forcing on hydrological model.

As far as streams’ overflow is concerned, Soures and Agia Aikaterini were not enough to carry
the extremely high discharges and they overflowed [49]. Various public infrastructure and private
constructions were erected over the two streams while the necessary water drainage pipes were either
too small or they were not built at all [100]. One of the reasons for the extensive damage during the
flood event was the human interference on Mandra’s streams (see Figure 2). Moreover, the artificially
confined channels of the streams and the drainage pipes were inefficient at facilitating the flow of the
run-off water [99]. As a result, the flood additionally caused significant soil erosion by carrying away
large quantities of sediment particles due to high flow and stream-bottom shear stresses. Fine sand,
silt and clay of considerable thickness were deposited along the roads of Mandra as well as at the
mouth of the streams along the shoreline of the Gulf of Elefsina, indicating the high sediment load
of the drainage networks during the event [50]. Additionally, debris and heavy objects, such as cars
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and trees were carried away by the torrents. The large amounts of solid materials transported by the
streams may have resulted in an additional rise of the water level in the streams.

3.3. Qualitative Evaluation of Estimated Flood Extent

In this section a comparison of simulated and observed flood extent is presented. Due to the
high inaccuracies of the flooded areas estimation, the assessment of flood extent is qualitative. The
evaluation is restricted to the area upstream of the “Attiki Odos” highway (Figure 18), the construction
of which has altered the hydro-morphological characteristics of the area but simultaneously provides
adequate flood protection at most of the adjacent areas [101]. Only the 6th and 7th order streams are
used during this analysis, while the upstream areas are not included in the analysis.
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Figure 18. Flood extent produced by the three hydrological simulations (dark blue) using precipitation
forcing by: (a) XPOL; (b) CHAOS; (c) GPM/IMERG datasets. Flood extent mapped by the FloodHub
group of BEYOND (Building a Centre of Excellence for Earth Observation-based monitoring of Natural
Disasters) project during the 15 November flood event (light blue).

Based on the evaluation of the different statistical scores that are summarized in Table 4, the best
PoD score was accomplished by the XPOL rainfall estimation forcing to the hydrological model (0.66),
meaning that 66% of the observed flooded area was correctly predicted. The worst PoD score was
accomplished by the GPM/IMERG-hydro (0.30). The higher CSI score was again accomplished by
XPOL (0.43), indicating that less than half of the flooded area (observed and/or predicted) was
correctly forecasted. The worst CSI score was again accomplished by the GPM/IMERG-hydro
(0.24). FAR score was practically identical among the three experiments confirming in that manner
their similar capabilities to simulate flooded areas that failed to materialize. FAR scores (0.43–0.45)
indicate that in less than the half-flooded area simulated, flood was eventually not observed. The FB
score was greater than 1 in the case of XPOL-hydro, indicating over-forecast, and lower than 1
in the cases of CHAOS-hydro and GPM/IMERG-hydro, indicating under-forecast, especially in
the case of GPM/IMERG-hydro. Overall, XPOL-hydro managed to predict the flood event with
satisfactory accuracy, although it over estimated the inundated area (Figure 18a). CHAOS-hydro
showed a marginally acceptable skill to simulate the flooded areas despite the fact of the significant
uncertainties and forecast errors usually posed by the numerical weather prediction models
(Figure 18b). GPM/IMERG-hydro, on the other hand, did not predict the flood event accurately
and under estimated the flooded area (Figure 18c).
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Table 4. Results of the scores used for the validation of the three hydrological simulations.

XPOL-Hydro CHAOS-Hydro GPM/IMERG-Hydro

PoD 0.66 0.43 0.30
CSI 0.43 0.33 0.24
FAR 0.45 0.43 0.43
FB 1.21 0.75 0.53

Possible inaccuracies affected the entire set of simulations can be attributed to the coarse resolution
of the digital elevation map (DEM), which does not allow the extraction of detailed cross sections
along the streams. Especially upstream where the riverbeds are narrow, the flooded areas could not
be predicted with accuracy due to the lack of detailed information concerning the geometry of the
streams. It should be also noted that the flood took place in an extremely dense urban fabric that was
not properly designed. This information was not possible to be included in the simulation in detail.

4. Discussion

The comparison of the results of the three hydrological simulations reveals XPOL and CHAOS
precipitation forcing data estimated water level and discharge in a more efficient way than
GMP/IMERG data. The rapid increase of these hydrological parameters indicated a flash flood
event, which is attributed to the persistence of high precipitation rates over the steep slopes of Pateras
mountain for approximately 5 h (as observed by the XPOL radar). Basin-average precipitation rates
reached 57 mm/h over Soures stream, 41 mm/h over Agia Aikaterini stream and 140 mm/h in
the core of the storm. Moreover, the XPOL-radar observed 24 h accumulated precipitation up to
300 mm in the core of the storm. Time series of basin-average accumulated precipitation for the two
sub-basins of Soures and Agia Aikaterini streams indicated high cumulative precipitation reaching
194 mm and 153 mm, respectively. CHAOS-hydro estimated approximately the half water levels and
even lower discharges compared to XPOL-hydro simulation, while, having good agreement in the
representation of spatial and temporal characteristics of the storm, and, subsequently of the flooding
event. GPM/IMERG-hydro simulated a weak increase of water level and discharge due to the low
precipitation estimation. It is noteworthy that XPOL-hydro simulation resulted in discharge values
about 115 m3/s and water level values exceeding 3 m in Soures and Agia Aikaterini streams which
caused the flash flooding around the Mandra area.

It is difficult to make a comprehensive representation of reference discharge during this flood
event, due to lack of instrumentation. Diakakis et al. [51] proposed a semi-empirical method to
estimate peak discharge values based on site detailed post-surveys of flood extent and impact,
which yielded relatively broad ranges of peak discharge values (30–40% error) for Soures and Agia
Aikaterini streams around the values produced by the KLEM model forced by the same XPOL radar
rainfall estimates. More specifically, Diakakis et al. [51] estimated a peak discharge for Soures stream
about 170 m3/s and for Agia Aikaterini stream about 140 m3/s. All the three experiments based
on WRF-Hydro underestimated discharge peak compared with KLEM results. The XPOL-hydro
simulation is characterized by the minimum difference in the estimation of discharge peak per
20–30% in respect to the KLEM estimation. The differences may be attributed to inaccuracies in
the precipitation estimates and the configuration of the hydrological model, which demands high
calibration effort [36,43,96–98] using measurements which are not available at this area. Moreover,
an explanation for the dominance of the XPOL-hydro simulation is the higher spatial and temporal
resolution of precipitation estimates (120 m and 3 min) than the respective resolutions of CHAOS
(250 m and 1 h) and GPM/IMERG (~11 km and 30 min) precipitation datasets.

The combination of the increased volume of run-off water with the human pressures on the
streams interrupting their flow caused wide flood extent. The flash flood affected almost the entire
town of Mandra [49]. Comparing with the observed flooded areas, the XPOL-hydro simulation
presented overestimation. On the other hand, GPM/IMERG-hydro did not predict the flood event
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accurately and underestimated the flooded area while CHAOS-hydro showed sufficient skill to
simulate the flooded areas despite the forecast inaccuracies of numerical weather prediction.

Another reason for the extensive damage during this flood event was the fact that the artificially
confined channels of the streams and the drainage pipes were inefficient at facilitating the run-off
water. An existing, enclosed rectangular conduit with capability of discharge about 10 m3/s was
inadequate to cope with the extreme discharge during the flash flood event [99]. Moreover, the streets
of Mandra sometimes played the role of the streams of Soures and Agia Aikaterini concentrating large
quantities of water and sediments.

5. Conclusions

The aim of this work is to perform a hydrometeorological analysis of the extreme flash flood
event of the 15 November 2017 at the sub-urban area of Mandra, western Attica, Greece, applying an
integrated remote sensing and data-modeling system. The flood event occurred at Soures and Agia
Aikaterini streams and affected the suburban town of Mandra with landslides, extensive damage and
a total of 24 fatalities.

This case study has been simulated by the integrated modeling system CHAOS including
an advanced hydrological model (WRF-Hydro) able to offer improved simulation of land surface
hydrology in a fine spatial resolution. Analyzing CHAOS meteorological results, an intense storm
over Pateras mountain during the morning of 15 November resulted in a tremendous flooding event.
The dominant meteorological mechanism for this storm was the orographic convergence of warm
and humid southeasterly airflow over the steep slopes of Pateras mountain which caused persistent
rainfall and increased the volume of surface run-off water. This effect was characterized by a long
duration of approximately 5 h over this area as it was indirectly supported by an almost stagnant
spinning Mediterranean cyclone over the Tyrrhenian and Ionian Seas.

The WRF-Hydro model simulated this case study using three different precipitation forcing
datasets. The first was based on CHAOS hindcasts (CHAOS-hydro), the second one was based on
XPOL radar precipitation estimates (XPOL-hydro) and the third one, on GMP/IMERG estimated
precipitation rates (GMP/IMERG-hydro). The XPOL precipitation forcings were evaluated against
surface rain gauge and disdrometer observations close to the area of interest with encouraging results.
The comparison of the precipitation estimation with in situ rain gauge observations revealed high
correlations (~0.90) and bias ratio around 10% with a normalized error of 5%.

Overall, the findings of this study from the hydrologic simulations demonstrate the potential
benefit of using high-resolution observations from a locally deployed X-band dual-polarization radar as
an additional forcing component in model precipitation simulations. The use of X-band weather radars
is rapidly increasing with the advance of technology and data correction and processing algorithms, as
well as their reduced costs for installation and maintenance with respect to the operational long-range
C- and S-band systems. The high resolution and the increased sensitivity of X-band radars make them
quite suitable for nowcasting purposes [102–104]. The range limitation of X-band radars due to the
larger attenuation in rain in this microwave band can be surpassed using radar networks, whose setup
improves also the accuracy of radar products [105–107].

In future, radar data assimilation in CHAOS modeling system and radar tracking algorithms,
which are available for operational radars but are equally applied to X-band radars [103], can be
implemented for nowcasting purposes, supporting better estimations of both atmospheric and
hydrological characteristics during flash flooding situations.
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